DRY PIGMENT PACKS

GENERIC TYPE: iron oxide pigments

GENERAL PROPERTIES: Smith’s Dry Pigment Packs are high quality pigments utilized to integrally color Smith’s 4 in 1 Overlay as well as Smith’s Cementitious Polyurethane Mortar / Resurfacer. Available in 16 base colors, these pigments are premeasured to help installers achieve uniform color from mix to mix during application. Smith’s Dry Pigment Packs meet or exceed ASTM C-979 requirements for integral color pigments.

RECOMMENDED USE: Integral color option for Smith’s 4 in 1 Overlay – White & Smith’s Cementitious Polyurethane Mortar – Self Leveler (SL), Rake and Trowel (MD) and Trowel (HD) grades

COLORS: 16 colors – reference Color Chart

Note: The colors represented on the Color Chart provide an approximation of the final color appearance when sealed with Smith’s Royal Seal (solvent-based acrylic sealer).

COVERAGE: Premeasured Dry Pigment Pack colors 1 x 50 lbs. bag of Smith’s 4 in1 Overlay - White

STORAGE CONDITIONS:
Temperature: Moisture free environment at 50-90°F

DIRECTIONS:
1) Empty content of Smith’s Dry Pigment Pack into ready-to-use Smith’s 4 in 1 Overlay or 1 kit of Smith’s Cementitious Polyurethane Mortar/Resurfacer.
2) Mechanically mix until uniform color is achieved

Upon information, belief and to the best of our knowledge, the information contained herein is true and accurate as of the date of issuance of this particular product and any and all information conveyed, expressed or implied is subject to change without prior notice. We guarantee our products to conform to Smith Paint Products’ quality control mechanisms, but not to any other standards. We assume no responsibility for coverage, performance or injuries resulting from use, misuse or uses not described in any promotional materials. Promotional materials are not a supplementation to any contract or expand any term or condition of the product purchase agreement, if any is reduced to writing. Liability, if any, is limited to replacement of the purchased product upon presentation of valid sales receipt or invoice, and no damages for any consequential, liquidated or other damages are provided under this Limitation of Liability and Limited Warranty. NO OTHER WARRANTY OR GUARANTY OF ANY KIND IS MADE BY SMITH PAINT PRODUCTS, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY, BY OPERATION OF LAW, OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. DO NOT
PURCHASE AND USE THIS PRODUCT IF YOU HAVE NOT AGREED TO THE ABOVE TERMS.